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============

Most of the traditional photo-active semiconductors can produce at most one electron-hole pair when absorbing a single photon, which imposes a limit on the energy conversion efficiency of solar cells^[@CR1]^. Theoretically, the quantum yield and the energy efficiency of various types of optoelectronic devices can be significantly increased by means of multi-carrier generation (MCG) through the process of impact ionization(IA). IA in conventional semiconductors is typically negligible because of weak interactions between excited charge carriers. However, the mechanism of IA was thought to be applicable in non-bulk finite geometries, such as quantum dots or nanocrystals, because the spatial confinement lifts the required momentum matching during carrier transitions and prevents the generation of truly long-wavelength phonons. As a result IA was observed in nanocrystals^[@CR2]^, and a considerable IA rate was discovered in some semiconductor quantum dots^[@CR3]--[@CR5]^. Unfortunately, the IA in nanocrystals is not very strong and quantum dots have their inherent limitations in charge transport, which has inhibited their usefulness in optoelectronic devices.

Several years ago, we pointed out^[@CR6]^ that high IA rates can be realized in the bulk of properly selected materials, and, specifically, a narrow-gap Mott insulator can be a good candidate. This idea implies that some oxide perovskite materials maybe good candidates for MCG. The proposal was later extended to the more general family of strongly correlated insulators^[@CR7]^ (SCIs) where localized flat bands exist near the Fermi level. Subsequent theoretical^[@CR8]--[@CR12]^ and experimental^[@CR13]--[@CR26]^ investigations on oxide perovskite and related materials have shed light on important aspects of this initial theoretical proposal. In particular a pump-probe optical study^[@CR16]^ of the low-temperature phase of VO~2~, a prototypical Mott insulator, shows evidence of IA. This study, however, was plagued by the fact that a photo-induced metal to insulator transition occurs in VO~2~ when illuminated.

Realizing an SCI in materials which at the same time fulfill the requirements for an efficient photo-voltaic (PV) cell may be a difficult task. After our theoretical proposal^[@CR6]^ a different family of perovskites, halide perovskites^[@CR27],[@CR28]^, which are not believed to be SCIs, shows a relatively good PV efficiency. In this paper we show that this requirement for a material to be an SCI in order to have high IA rate can be further generalized to include a very general class of materials which are conventional band insulators with localized bands near the Fermi level, which may hybridize with dispersive bands. Namely, it can be applied to an insulating material where its highest occupied band and its lowest empty band have relatively flat regions because they hybridize with localized atomic orbitals. Our definition of a "flat band" is that the bandwidth is small or comparable to the strength of the Coulomb-repulsion energy-scale which is felt by a pair of electrons which occupies the atomic orbitals forming these bands. Electrons or holes of flat bands, however, are "heavier" than those in dispersive bands because they are more localized as compared to those in dispersive bands. Therefore, it is desirable that another more dispersive band be present within a few eV above and/or below the Fermi level which strongly hybridize with the localized atomic orbitals. This hybridization can act effectively, because after the impact ionization process takes place, the created electron-hole pairs can decay into the more dispersive parts of the band and move with a smaller mass. This transformation of the multiple electron/hole carriers to lighter mass carriers allows their more effective separation.

We argue that it is possible some halide perovskite materials^[@CR29]^ (or possibly the well-known methylammonium or formamidinium lead halides^[@CR30]--[@CR32]^) may already fulfill these criteria and, therefore, their relatively high efficiency could be, in part, due to MCG in these materials. However, their efficiency could be improved further by utilizing the conclusions presented in this work. Since the practical use of the halide perovskite materials is seriously hindered by the fact that they are unstable, the essence of the ideas and criteria presented in this paper are very simple and can be applied to the quest for a variety of other materials where IA may be effective.

In the following section we present the idea and the formalism/method involved in order to calculate IA rates in materials. In the same section, we also present our results for carefully selected models in order to clearly illustrate the factors that play a key role in an on-going search for real materials. General conclusions drawn from this work are presented in the Discussion section.

Model and Results {#Sec2}
=================

Formulation of the general idea {#Sec3}
-------------------------------

The IA mechanism discussed in ref. ^[@CR6]^ for Mott insulators and in ref. ^[@CR7]^ more generally for SCIs, utilizes the presence of localized bands near the Fermi level. In the former case, even the origin of the gap, which is necessary for realizing the PV effect, is the result of strong electron correlations. In the latter case, the concept was applied to materials which are not necessarily Mott insulators but the presence of localized orbitals near the Fermi level leads to strong electron correlations. For example, in VO~2~, where the gap opens because of a Peierls instability^[@CR33]--[@CR35]^, the calculated IA rate was found to be higher than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${10}^{14}/sec$$\end{document}$ in the region of the solar radiation. It was further demonstrated that this enhancement was due to the contribution of the vanadium *d* orbitals.

While the effect of strong electron correlations is needed in order to produce high IA, usually as a result of these correlations the effective masses for the electron and holes become large and this makes the separation of the created multi-electron/hole pairs more difficult. In the present work, we consider the case when such localized orbitals hybridize with other more dispersive bands in the same energy range. We demonstrate that this class of materials can provide a better chance to solve the problem of carrier separation by endowing the carriers with a low mass without lowering the IA rates below the threshold needed in order to prevent other dissipation processes to act to "cool" the carriers.
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                \begin{document}$$d$$\end{document}$ as the prototypical orbital which tends to form more localized states. However, localization can also occur because of a small hopping amplitude due to physical separation between atoms in the crystal. This will also increase the on-site Coulomb repulsion between two electrons that occupy such an orbital, purely because of the fact that the electronic wavefunction is localized and does not spread too much in space.

The mechanism discussed in this paper could be applicable to the well-known methylammonium lead halides^[@CR30]--[@CR32]^ as they exhibit some features (i.e., combination of flat and dispersive bands near the highest occupied band) which can lead to a high IA rate. The macroscopically long diffusion lengths observed in such materials^[@CR31]^ could also be in part a possible consequence of high IA rates. However, in order to be definitive about the origin of their relative high efficiency, optical pump-and-probe experiments, such as those carried out in ref. ^[@CR16]^ for VO~2~, are needed. Let us consider the case of the halide perovskites CsPbCl~3~, and CsPbI~3~. The reason for considering these materials is that MCG has been observed in CsPbI~3~^[@CR29]^, and the band-structure is available for these caesium lead halide perovskites^[@CR36]^ (See extended data Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} of this citation). Notice that in the case of CsPbI~3~ the highest occupied valence band and some other bands just below it are flat around the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M$$\end{document}$ and *X* high symmetry points. Notice that they become very dispersive near the topmost point of the valence band where the photo-created holes will land after they lose their excess energy due to IA or other processes such as phonon-emission. This is a good example of what we are discussing in the present paper, namely a mixture of a localized orbital, such as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d$$\end{document}$ content which can host the photo-created hole. These bands are generally flat as may be seen in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Within a few eV above and below the highest occupied state, there are bands with very dispersive conduction-band bottoms or valence-band tops which are generally of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d$$\end{document}$ content.Figure 1The bands of CsPbI~3~ taken from the calculation of ref. ^[@CR36]^. We have added an example of electron/hole photo-excitation where the incident photon promotes an electron from the occupied state 1 to the empty state 2. Within a time scale shorter than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${10}^{-14}$$\end{document}$ seconds, the created hole at state 1 decays into the state 3 near the top of the valence band and at the same time the on-site Coulomb repulsion promotes the electron occupying the valence state 4 to the empty state 5 near the conduction band edge. This process causes the incident solar photon to produce two electrons and two holes as a final product.

Now, let us consider the impact ionization rate of a photo-created electron-hole pair from a valence band to a conduction band which consists of a significant contribution of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varepsilon }_{{\bf{k}}\nu \sigma }$$\end{document}$ in the solar spectrum. First, we consider simple examples, next, in order to further clarify the idea.Figure 2The decay of the photo-excited electron into a state of two-electrons and one-hole from the bands discussed in the text. A very similar process exists where the photo-created hole (blue line) decays into a state involving two-holes and one conduction electron. The latter is the process discussed in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.
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We consider the hybridization of a localized orbital, such as an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Treating the Hubbard term as in Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} within the mean-field factorization we calculate the bands in the presence of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${k}_{x}$$\end{document}$. The finite-size k-point mesh yields discrete lines as opposed to ribbons of accessible values for the IA rate. The panels (a--d) correspond to the four cases of different hybridization discussed in the text.

Notice that we can choose the hopping matrix element $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion {#Sec5}
==========
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                \begin{document}$$d$$\end{document}$ orbital mixed with other dispersive bands near the Fermi level, we have been able to achieve two requirements for better PV efficiency through the IA process:Conversion of the energy of the solar photon into more than just a single electron/hole pair via IA. The rates of IA shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} for our example are higher than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${(U/{\rm{eV}})}^{2}{10}^{14}se{c}^{-1}$$\end{document}$ and this rate is much higher than phonon (or other known) dissipation processes.The electron/hole bands closer to the Fermi level have dispersive regions near their bottom/top where the electron/hole carriers ultimately land, which can endow the carriers with light-mass as compared to the case of SCIs. This will allow fast carrier separation and extraction before recombination can take place.

There are many classes of insulating materials containing transition metals (TM) which can be investigated, such as, using a TM at the octahedra center in halide perovskites as was done in ref. ^[@CR29]^, or in oxide perovskites, using the criteria discussed here to examine their band-structure and the projected density of states a few eV above and below the highest occupied bands. While the PV efficiency of a material depends on many other factors, next, we would like to focus and discuss only general criteria in order to optimize the IA ionization process in such a way to also produce low-mass carriers to make possible their extraction before recombination.

First, the combination of a localized and a dispersive band increases the bandwidth $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Second, we notice that the expression Eq. [7](#Equ7){ref-type=""} for the matrix element $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M$$\end{document}$ contains the squares of the amplitude of the localized orbitals in the bands involved in the IA process. At first, one may be inclined to look for pure localized states in this energy window above the Fermi energy. However, this would result in totally flat bands and, thus, the photo-generated carriers would have large mass and this hinders the separation of the electrons from the holes in a short period of time to minimize carrier recombination. For this reason it might be desirable to have a mixture of localized orbitals with some $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Last, we also need to keep in mind that there is no reason to increase the IA rate more than the threshold value required, which is the rate of the other dissipation processes inherent in the material. As long as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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